[COPD due to Occupational Noxae].
The chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterised by mainly non-reversible bronchial obstruction with airflow limitation. Typically, it exhibits a progressive course. It is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide. In addition to dominating causative smoking and environmental exposures (especially biomass smoke from cooking with open fire stoves), about 15 % are due to occupational exposure. Relatively rare cases (ca. 6 %) do not show an external noxious influence. Occupational causes are frequently not recognised because a detailed occupational history has not been taken. This is especially evident by the discrepancy in the identified COPD prevalences and incidences shown in many studies on the one hand and relatively low numbers in the official statistics on reports, acknowledgements and compensations of the disorder on the other hand. Whether occupational exposures to inhalative noxae are - in addition to non-occupational factors (e. g. smoking) - causative according to legal definitions is frequently a challenging question. Respective decisions of social courts in litigations are presented.